WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBILITY

The main entrance to Columbia’s Morningside campus is on 116th street and Broadway. The route from this main entrance to Hamilton Hall, marked in black on the map, is accessible by wheelchair. The main gate at 116th has a ramp adjacent to the Journalism building that leads to the walkway to Hamilton Hall. Once you reach Hamilton Hall there is a ramp to enter the building. As shown on the map, there is an Accessible Keyed Lift (prior authorization or assistance from Public Safety is required). As you come off the keyed lift, the elevator to access the 4th floor, where CSER is located, will be on your right.

To make arrangements for your visit please contact CSER at 212-854-0507 or Public Safety at http://www.columbia.edu/cu/publicsafety/ in advance.

For more information you may also visit the Office of Disability Services website at http://health.columbia.edu/services/ods

For Disability Assess Map go to: http://www.columbia.edu/about_columbia/map/